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the English Marconi Company; that being the whole gravamen of the        -
accusations and insinuation that had up to that time been made against &&> 59-60
them.^   Neither of them thought it nedessary or relevant to refer to the
American transaction, which was unknown both to their traducers aad
their friends, and had no bearing upon the charges which they were
challenged to meet.    This was undoubtedly an error of judgment, as
both subsequently acknowledged : but it is to be remembered that they
were both looking forward to an early appearance as witnesses before
the Committee, and might well think that it would confuse the general
issue if they were to divert attention by the introduction at that stage
of irrelevant matter."   (Memories and Reflections, I, pp. 209-210.)
When the Committee reported in the following June it was
unanimous in acquitting the Ministers on the main charges which
it was appointed to investigate, but divided as to the view which
should be taken, of the transactions in the American shares. A vote
was finally taken on two draft reports, one prepared by Lord Robert
Cecil, the other by Mr. Falconer. The former found the Ministers
guilty of " grave impropriety," the latter held that they were all
" boixa fide convinced " that the American Company had no interest
in the agreement between the Postmaster-General and the English
Company; that " on the whole matters relating to the conduct
of Ministers which have come before the Committee, all the Ministers
concerned have acted throughout in the sincere belief that there
was nothing in their action which would in any way conflict with
their duty as Ministers of the Crown," and " there is no ground for
any charge of corruption or unfaithfulness to public duty or for
any reflection on the honour of any of them." In the end the
latter report was adopted by a majority of 28 votes to 6.
The report was presented on 13th June, and five days later
Mr* Cave on behalf of the Opposition moved a vote of censure
on the Ministers concerned "regretting their transactions in the
shares of the Marconi Company of America and the want of frank-
ness in their communications on the subject to the House." The
Ministers took mucli of the sting out of the attack by candidly
admitting that they too regretted these transactions and were
of opinion that they had made a serious, though innocent mistake,
in not disclosing them to the House in the previous October. Mr.
Cave's motion was rejected by 346 to 268 and an amendment
proposed by Sir Ryland Adkins, adopted unanimously: that the
House having heard the statements of the Attorney-General and
the Chancellor of the Exchequer "accepts their expressions of
regret that such purchases were made and that they were not
mentioned in the debate of llth October, acquits them of acting

